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Peer feedback or peer tutoring is a continuous process 

of our college. College tries to provide various experiences to students. The 

students in class are from different backgrounds Levels of understanding of 

students are are different To captor student diversity interaction among. Students is 

made possible in different ways. 

Objectives of peer activities are 

1 To provide a safe space and learning environment for students. 

2) To provide positive role models, positive peer influences and opportunities 

which help students to develop a positive self-concept, self-acceptance and high 

self-esteem. 

3) To increase confidence and to develop and enhance communication and social 

skills. 

 4) To make them feel more comfortable and open when interacting with a peer. 

Nature of activities. 

Different types of activities are planned in the college to provide peer feedback and 

peer tutoring. Some of them are - 

 

Micro teaching.- Teachers plan microteaching session in small groups to enhance 

peer tutoring and peer feedback. 

Teaching practice: To achieve expertise in teaching skills peer feedback is given 

due importance. Students give feedback to each other. They also learn many. 

things from each other while they observe each other.  

    Students understand the concepts in better way. They feel to participate actively 

in different activities related to peer tutoring and peer teaching organized for them. 



Records of different activities in mentioned in the college. 

Peport on Remedial Learning Engagement- The students in class are from 

different backgrounds, 

levels of understanding of students are different. Learning capacities of all students 

are not same. So college focuses on providing the remedial classes for weak students 

in in the class. 

The objectives of Remedial learning engagement are – 

1. To provide learning support to weak students- . 

2.  To provide learning activities and practical experiences 

          to their abilities and needs.  

     3. To help pupils consolidate their basic knowledge 

      in different subjects.  

    4.To master the learning methods, strengthen their        

      confidence and enhance the effectiveness of learning. 

 

  Different types of activities are planned to provide Remedial teaching to weak 

students. The methods used for this are - 

Discussion Teachers explain the different topics of different subjects’ simple way. 

They try to discuss the topics in more details with weak students.  

doubt Clearing- Students facing problem in content understanding can discuss with 

teacher. They are provided with the Special time by teacher.  

Notes Giving: Teachers provide the notes to student. Content 

from different books is also provided. 

Students feel motivated and enthusiastic after getting special knowledge from 

teachers. 

Group Discussions--Teachers organize group discussions discussions. Due to this 

views and understanding of  learners can be shared among all. 

Seminars- students have been motivated for presenting Seminars on different 

topics of subjects.  



Activities like discussions, peer group tutoring and seminars are helpful in 

developing collaborative approach among the students so that all types of learners 

can be involved in the process of learning.  

Action research--- 

 

Action research The mentor helped the mentee to prepare the questions for the action 

research to be conducted as a part of the University Internal assessment. All students 

The topics were decided and the questions were framed together for collecting data 

from the students. the tutorial guide, the mentee collected the data from the students 

in the school Later the mentor and mentee analyzed the details of the responses 

received and tabulated the same, prepared graphs and submitted it for approval from 

the Research guide. The cauterization work was done by the mentor- mentee . 

 

 

 

Reports  of Collaborative Tasks 

      Students are encouraged to do projets assignment works  in groups to identify 

the power of 

Collobrative and collective action. They are also upgrade to in constant touch with 

peers and teachers. Distinct activities such as morning assembly ,tree plantation 

,awareness  programmes ,excursions  sports activities  stages setting are  being  

organized in the  campus 

 In microteaching        and internship activities  the students  teachers work  in group  

to complete it in a successful way.all these a successful All these activities are  

performed through group discussion, team work and collaboration under the 

guidance of mentor teaches. It further helps to inculcate team spirit, in  young and 

impressionable minds that are going to enter  the professional world. projects in 

groups to organize the power of collective and collaborate live action They are also 

encouraged to be in constant contact with their peers and teachers. Fours activities 

like group 

Students are encouraged to undertake creative academic projects in groups  to 

organize  the power  of the students individually and collectivity. 



seminars, peer teaching, Tutorials, group discussion_ Interactive guest lectures, field 

survey/field work field trips Debates, excursions, teaching practice in different types 

of schools, facilitates the creative academic pursuits of the    students individually 

and collectively These activities are being organized in the campus to inculcate the 

team spirit in young and impressionable minds  that are going to enter the 

professional world. 

 

Micro teaching, Demonstration  

As a part of pre internship programmer own college has organized microteaching 

workshop and model lesson demonstration during second semester . The teacher 

educators explain the concept and importance of microteaching. skill explains a 

microteaching. skill and demonstrate the micro lessons of a particular skill. Students 

part complete microteaching 

workshop in groups. In the demonstration, all the student teachers back active 

participation. Peer feedback is useful for improving the teaching skills.by getting the 

feedback  from peers and teacher educators.  

 

 

 

Mentoring/Academic Counselling 

 

      The college has mentoring system which helps to identify a and cater to the 

needs of the students. This system of mentor. mentee has become instrumental in 

blending the harmonious relationship among the learner, the teacher educator and 

institution at large. It has created an atmosphere of mutual trust. Every student 

admitted for B.Ed. 15 assigned a mentor. The mentor mentee relationship begins 

from the day of assignment and continues till the completion of the course by the 

student. 

           Mentoring is essentially a formalized relationship 

 that supports and encourages professional Learning.  



Mentee-- A mentee is someone who has identified a specific personal or 

professional goal and who believes that the guidance and help of a mentor and 

being held accountable, to the mentor-can help them achieve their goal.Menter is a 

teacher, or an advisor one who leads through guidance. A mentor offers 

knowledge, insight, perspective or wisdom that helps the mentee professionally 

and goes beyond duty or obligation. 

The teaching profession has a unique culture and set of demands. student teachers 

should be oriented themselves to the culture of the profession and day to day 

realities Mentors support student teachers to be more 

than just sharing information, providing instructional coaching 

and designing professional development. Mentors support  

in the forms of empathy, perspective and advice. Mentoring is also done through 

electronic means. (Whats app, email, youtube,phone.) Whatsapp groups as formed 

by mentors to facilitate easy communication with the mentees. 

Academic Counselling. 

    Student teachers come from various academic background. Method masters 

provide academic counselling to the student teacher in their subjects/methods. When 

mentors get to know the gaps in the content knowledge they guide individually or in 

groups to master the content knowledge. Mentors supply study material prepared by 

them selves. They give references from the library and from e- sources. Sometimes 

mentors organize remedial teaching to individual student teaches or to group. 

Guidance for correct writing in Marathi, Hindi and English is provided. as per need. 

After assessment of home assignments, 

Projects, examination papers the mentors find out the achievement and the gap and 

accordingly they provide counselling for better romance.  

Peer feedback 

 

    Feedback is any response regarding student teachers performance or behavior. It 

can be verbal, written or gestural. The purpose of feedback  is to improve student 

teacher's performance. In feedback we explain what the students teacher is doing 

correctly and incorrectly about their work. 

 



Compliment correct-compliment formula used in giving feedback. Feedback is 

given +ve, it should be given in time. After feedback teacher educator or student 

teacher should provide a model or example. 

     Feedback is an important source of learning for students. The student teachers of 

the collage were guided for providing feedback to their peer. 

 Feedback is provided by student teachers and the teacher educator in each practical 

work. 

 

Feedback in microteaching skills 

 

Microteaching workshop is organized in first semester. Student teachers have to 

practice five skills micro teaching skills and one integrated lesson. This work is 

organized in groups each.in each group each student teacher has to plan the micro 

lesson. The student teachers need help, guidance in 

planning as well as in teaching. The help is provided by the teacher educator and by 

peers also, When a student teacher prepares a Micro lesson plan, teacher educator 

finds correctness and mistakes and suggests for further improvement. 

 

Peer feedback. when a student teacher takes a micro 

lesson, one or two student teachers observe the teaching 

 

 

Remedial learning engagement 

 

Remedial instruction is offered to those who need it We are understanding that 

each student is distinctive, has a different approach to learning and is an individual. 

It is Our responsibility to provide an environment that will enhance learning.  

In assignments, practical’s, examination answer books mentors Find the gaps. 

Even in lesson planning many student teachers do not write objectives and their 

specifications properly. Our mentors give special guidance for writing 

specifications of objectives and provide reference material for improving the 

capacity of writing instructional objectives and their specifications. 

 In preparing unit test, in lesson planning remedial strategy is essential. Using ICT 

in teaching Learning is a practical aspect in B. Ed.. Syllabus. Some student 

teachers do not master the ICT skills easily. Some special guidance with 



demonstration is essential for them. So mentors. arrange remedial teaching in this 

regard. 

Learning Enhancement / Enrichment Inputs. 

   The college is committed to provide for holistic development of students through 

learning enhancement or enrichment techniques. Education is more than just 

mastering the subject. It also includes activities that give students new 

opportunities and experiences to extend their learning. A subject becomes more 

meaningful or rewarding through enrichment. College provides following learning 

enrichment outputs- 

 guest lectures, seminars, workshops and competitions. College organizes various 

seminars, workshops as well as guest lectures. The main objective is to assemble 

the likeminded intellectuals and professionals to exchange ideas, thoughts and 

views related to specific topic. It helps in improving communication skills, gaining 

expert knowledge, renewing motivation and increasing confidence among 

student’s teachers. Various competitions are also organized. Through these 

competitions. student teachers get an opportunity to  present their talents. It helps 

them to boost their Self confidence, motivation and make them mentally strong. 

• Participation in co-curricular and extracurricular activities. College organizes 

various curricular and extracurricular 

Activities from time to time. Student teachers actively participate in that which 

foster social skills, intellectual skills, moral values, personality progress and 

character formation among therm.  

Online Learning and ICT usage in Teaching learning Process. 

The institution lays more emphasis on ICT usage during in-class room and out of 

classroom activates. Faculty members utilize various. ICT tools that allow students 

to optimize their learning experiences. It also prepare the student teachers for 

future lives.  

 

 

 

 



 



 



 



 

 

 

 



 

 

 

 

 

 



                                  Guidance List 

Group-1 

Sr. 
No. 

Roll 
No 

Student Name First 
Method 

Second 
Method 
 

Group Guide 
 

1 14 JADHAV SUSHAMA MAHESH English Geography Dr. Anil Tanaji 

Patil 

 

2 28 NADAF AAFRIN RAFIK Science  Maths  

3 43 TIBE PUJA DHONDIRAM Hindi History  

4 45 YADAV MANISHA VITTHAL Science  Maths  

5 18 KAMBLE  JYOTI  VASANT Science  Maths  

6 17 KALE SONALI NANDKUMER Hindi History  

7 11 GHATAGE PRATIKSHA SATISH Science  Maths  

  Total=7    

 

Group-2 

         

Sr. 
Numb
er 

Roll 
No 

Student Name First 
Method 

Second 
Method 
 

Group Guide 
 

1 8 
DESHMUKH RESHMA 
RAJENDRA 

Science  Maths Dr.Baburao 
Malhari  Patil 
 

2 3 BHOSALE  RANI HINDURAO Science  Maths  

3 7 DABHADE SUPRIYA 
PANDHARINATH 

Science  Maths  

4 21 MALI SHRDDHA DADASO  English History  

5 13 JADHAV KAVITA PRATAP Science  Maths  
total  Total=5    

 

 

 

 

 

 



Group-3 

 

Sr. 
Number 

Roll 
No 

Student Name First 
Method 

Second 
Method 
 

Group Guide 
 

1 02 BHISE AISHWARYA MAHENDRA Marathi Geography Dr. Laxmi Vishnu 
Bhandare 

2 41 SAWANT TEJASWINI SHANTARAM English Geography  

3 38 PAWAR PRATIKSHA VISHWAJEET Science Maths  

4 39 PAWAR SNEHAL MADHUKAR  Hindi Geography  

5 02 AUTADE KAVITA VILAS Science  Maths  

6 09 DHENDE PRATHIBHA PANDURANG  Science  Maths  

  Total =6    

  

Group-4 

 

 

 

Sr. 
Number 

Roll 
No 

Student Name First Method Second 
Method 
 

 
Group Guide 
 

1 33 
PATIL SHIVALI PRAKASH 

Marathi Geography  
 

M.S.U2 31 
PATIL SAYALI RAJENDRA 

Science  Maths Dr.Ubhale 
M.S. 

3 35 PATIL SNEHAL SUNIL Science  Maths  

4 36 PATIL SUPRIYA RAJKUMAR Science  Maths  

5 23 MHETRE RADHIKA  
SANTOSH 

Marathi Geography  

6 43 VANKAR  SHRADHA APPASO Science  Maths  

7 44 WAYDANDE NISHA ANANDA Marathi History  

  Total=7    

 

 

 

 

 



 

Group-5 

                

Sr. 
No 

Roll 
No 

Student Name First Method Second 
Method 
 

Group Guide 
 

1 27 

MORE MANASVI LAXMAN 

Marathi  Geography Dr.Motilal Sukdev  
Ubhale 
 

2 30 PATIL MOHINI PANDHARINATH Marathi  Geography  

3 37 PATIL URMILA RAVINDRA Science    Maths  

4 21 MALI PALLAVI  SAMBHAJI Science  Maths  

5 10 GAIKWAD AJITA BABASO Science  Maths  

6 4  BHOSALE MAYURI NANDKUMAR Science  Maths  

7 19 KOLEKAR NEHA BHIVA  Hindi Geography  

  Total student-7    

 

 

 

Group-6 

Sr. N0 Roll No Student Name First 
Method 

Second 
Method 
 

Group Guide 
 

1 20 KUMBHAR SANDHYA 
SHIVAPPA 

Science  Maths Dr.Archana 

Shanthinath 

chikhalikar 

2 46 ZAMBRE VARSHA 
PRASHANT 

Science  Maths  

3 5 BILE PRIYANKA 
PANDURANG 

Science  Maths  

4 16 KADAM KOMAL POPAT Science  Maths  

5 34 PATIL SHWETA BALASO Science  Maths  

  Total=5    

 

 

 

 



 

 

Group-7 

 

Sr. 
Number 

Roll 
No 

Student Name First Method Second Method 
 

 
Group Guide 
 

1 31 PATIL PRIYANKA PRATIK Science   Maths Dr. Laxmi 
Vishnu 
Bhandare 
 

2 23 MANE SHEETAL GANESH  English History  

3 24 MARATHE SUNITA ASHOK English Geography  

4 6 CHORMULE  ARUNA VITTHAL Science   Maths  

5 29 PAKHARE VAISHALI ROHIDAS Science   Maths  

6 40 SALGAR SONALI SUNIL Science  Maths  

  Total=6    

 

 

 



 

 


